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Dioz Jacket & Hoodie Catalogue for the year 2023/24, where style, comfort, and 
innovation converge to redefine your wardrobe. With a legacy of excellence in the 
fashion industry, Dioz presents an exquisite collection of jackets and hoodies that 

encapsulate the latest trends and cutting-edge designs. Our commitment to 
craftsmanship and attention to detail shine through each piece, ensuring 

unparalleled quality and satisfaction for our valued customers. Whether you're 
seeking the perfect blend of functionality and fashion for your daily adventures or 
aiming to make a bold statement at special occasions, Dioz has curated a diverse 

range of jackets and hoodies that cater to every taste and occasion. Join us on this 
sartorial journey as we unveil a catalog that epitomizes style and elevates your 



JACKETS



M E N



Tech Jacket
Jacket with a high neck and an adjustable hood. Long cuffed sleeves with hook-and-loop straps. Zip pockets on 

the chest and hip. Zip-up front.



Denim Jacket
Collared jacket with long sleeves and buttoned cuffs. Flap pockets on the chest and welt hip pockets. Faded 

effect. Button-up front.



Bomber Jacket
High neck and long sleeves with pocket detail. Hip flap pockets. Ribbed trims. Hem that can be adjusted at the 

sides with a zip. Zip-up front.



Suede Jacket
Lightweight jacket made of a faux suede fabric. High neck and long sleeves. Hip welt pockets. Ribbed trims. 

Front zip fastening.



Quilted Gilet
Gilet with a high neck. Hip welt pockets and a zip-up front



Padded Jacket
Puffer jacket made of a technical fabric. High neck and long sleeves. Hip welt pockets. Elastic trims. Front zip 

fastening.



W O M E N



Denim Jacket
Collared jacket with long sleeves and buttoned cuffs. Flap pockets on the chest and welt hip pockets. Faded 

effect. Button-up front.



Bomber Jacket
High neck and long sleeves with pocket detail. Hip flap pockets. Ribbed trims. Hem that can be adjusted at the 

sides with a zip.



Kimono Jacket



Leather Jacket



HOODIES



M E N



Hoodie
Hoodie made of cotton with a napped interior. Adjustable hood and long sleeves. Front pouch pocket and 

ribbed trims.



Sweatshirt 
Long sleeve sweatshirt with a round neck and ribbed trims.



Sweatshirt 
Sweatshirt featuring a high neck with front zip fastening, long sleeves and ribbed trims.



W O M E N



Hoodie
Hoodie made of cotton with a napped interior. Adjustable hood and long sleeves. Front pouch pocket and 

ribbed trims.



Cropped Hoodie
Long sleeve cropped sweatshirt with a zip front and ribbed trims.
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